General state of the evidence overview:


Basics of the social identity approach to crowd behaviour:


Social identity principles of public order policing:


Relationship between crowd theory and police decision making:


**Human Rights, Breach of the Peace, and Public Order:**

*R (Laporte) v Chief Constable of Gloucestershire* [2007] 2 AC 105

*R (on application of Lyndon) v Chief Constable of Greater Manchester Police*, 15/11/08 QBD (unreported)

*The Queen (on the application of McClure and Moos) v Commissioner of Police* [2012] EWCA Civ 12

*Austin and Ors v UK* [2012] ECHR 459

*Mengesha v Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis* [2013] EWHC 1695 (Admin)


**Policing football:**


Liaison based approaches:

Mass emergencies:

Further Information
The N8 Policing Research Partnership (N8PRP) enables research collaborations that help address the problems of policing in the 21st century. As a regional hub for research and innovation in policing it provides a platform for collaborations between universities, Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs), Government, police forces, and other partners working in policing policy, governance and practice.
Read more at www.n8prp.org.uk

N8 is a partnership of the eight most research-intensive universities in the North of England: Durham, Lancaster, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Sheffield and York